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“Wonderland Divorce,” 1991
Steven Poster
27" x 37"
Photo: courtesy Andi Campognone Projects

POMONA, CA
Steven Poster: “Still”
at Andi Campognone Projects
A cinematographer whose film work includes the 2001 cult hit
“Donnie Darko,” Steven Poster proves himself to be a witty observer
and opportunist in his recent show of photographs, titled “Still,” at
Andi Campognone Projects. His works mark the influence of Henri
Cartier-Bresson, delighting in capturing fleeting moments, the oddly
unique, and the improbably mundane as the world careens by.
Employing a fluid, extemporaneous sense of composition that
also characterized Cartier-Bresson’s work, Poster also successfully
incorporates lessons from the Pictorialist School and the PhotoSecession Movement of the late 19th and early 20th centuries,
in organizing the compositional elements of his photos and in
mastering the density of his prints.
Poster’s photographs show a range of values, visual depth, and a tactile
sensuality that relates to the richness of drawing; they are beautifully
shot and lusciously printed on Hahnemüle Etching Paper. This is
especially notable in works like Halloween Hollywood, in which
Poster creates an air of mystery; in this nuanced photo, figures
emerge from a shadowy ground and are seen processing into a
brightly lit haze. This scene has the solemnity of a funereal march,
washed in an otherworldly twilight, yet Halloween Hollywood also
brims with celebration.
www.artltdmag.com

The mood of Poster’s photos is alternately restive, engaging, vibrant,
and pensive, with subtly concealed hits of longing. But the artist is
also capable of revealing a wry wit when examining his subjects;
in Carnival Booths, Poster has photographed two carnival booth
attendants, who, absent customers, are bored out of their minds,
but not enough to notice the photographer. He is funniest when
observing folly. In Wonderland, we see a street corner with a sign that
marks the intersection of Wonderland Avenue and Wonderland Park.
Attached to the street post are two handwritten signs, one which
reads “Divorce” and another which reads “Wedding Guests,” each
pointing in a different direction. His work is an essentially humanist
endeavor, exhibiting moments of reverie, as seen in Sortie, in which
a young, elegantly dressed woman on the metro platform in Paris
looks up, studying a sign; her momentary stillness in the surrounding
bustle of the Paris metro stands in contrast to the other individuals in
the photo who are blurry with motion. She is emblematic of Poster
and his urge to capture the world in his lens.
—CHRISTOPHER MICHNO
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